Context. Photon orbital angular momentum (POAM) and photon spin angular momentum (PSAM) are complementary quantities. Aims. One must calibrate non-zero PSAM when measuring POAM, otherwise the results will contain systematic errors. Photon total angular momentum (PTAM) calculi are thus required. Methods. I form PTAM expansions of electric fields and intensities (correlations and rancors) by combining POAM and PSAM expansions. I also show how these quantities propagate from celestial sphere to image plane. Results. I prove that expectation values based on PTAM expansions are correct. I demonstrate that vector PTAM propagation is similar to scalar POAM propagation. I provide tables with all possible forms of PTAM calculi. Conclusions. The combined PTAM calculi provide insight into how to calibrate PSAM effects in POAM measurements.
Introduction
derived calculi, using a semi-classical/semi-quantum framework where electric fields are analogous to photon wave functions and intensities are analogous to probabilities, to describe astronomical photon orbital angular momentum (POAM). These calculi link POAM quantities on the celestial sphere to POAM quantities at instrument backends. He tacitly assumes that the electric fields on the celestial sphere are spatially uncorrelated (the "Standard Astronomical Assumption," or SAA). Elias (2012) used these calculi to describe POAM and torque metrics for single telescopes and interferometers.
Like most other workers in the POAM field, Elias (2008 Elias ( , 2012 dealt only with optical systems that ignored photon spin angular momentum (PSAM; colloquially known as polarization), in order to simplify calculations. Not taking non-zero PSAM into account yields incorrect results when modeling or measuring POAM. In this note, I present the most general form for electric fields, derive POAM and PSAM expectation values, modify the POAM propagation calculi from Elias (2008) to include PSAM (POAM + PSAM = PTAM, photon total angular momentum), and show that uncalibrated PSAM can invalidate POAM measurements. Elias (2008 Elias ( , 2012 treated the electric field as a scalar quantity when he constructed the POAM state expansions 
Electric Fields
where → H = (H cos χ, H sin χ) is the vector in a plane (e.g., celestial sphere, image plane, etc.), t is time, the m represent the integral quantum POAM states (−∞ ≤ m ≤ ∞), and the E m (H; t) are the POAM states (azimuthal Fourier components) for each radius (perpendicular to the propagation direction). An azimuthal Fourier series is performed for each H and t.
The standard way of describing the polarization behavior of an electric field is with the Jones vector
where E R ( → H; t) and E L ( → H; t) are the right-circular and left-circular components. The circular PSAM basis is ideal for the subsequent analyses of this paper.
The most general form for the combined POAM and PSAM expansion of an electric field comes from expanding each PSAM component into POAM components, or
Although POAM and PSAM appear completely intertwined, these expressions lead to the correct expectation values and work with the PTAM calculi.
Substituting Equations 2 and 5 into Equation 8, I obtain
where v is the normalized Stokes V parameter,
and
are the probabilities of a photon being in the RCP and LCP states, I RR (
autocorrelations of the RCP and LCP states at → H, and I RR and I LL are the integrated autocorrelations of the RCP and LCP states. The PTAM expectation value can be determined starting from the sum of the POAM and PSAM operators. Since all of the operations are linear, the PTAM expectation value can be determined from the sum of the POAM and PSAM expectation values as well. Elias (2008) created POAM propagation calculi for electric fields and intensities using SAA. He also treated the electric fields as scalars, ignoring PSAM. Their time-averaged square magnitudes are intensities, which are analogous to Stokes I.
PTAM Calculi
In this section, I combine the Elias (2008) POAM calculi with the electric-field PSAM calculi of Jones (1941) and the intensity PSAM calculi of Stokes (1852) and Mueller (1948) to form the PTAM calculi. I also employ the mathematics of Schmeider (1969) and Barakat (1981) (hereafter, SB) to more easily link Jones vectors, Jones matrices, Stokes vectors, and Mueller matrices via outer products and coherence matrices (assuming no system depolarization).
POAM Correlations
According to SB, the coherence vector is the outer product of the electric field from Equation 2
where ⊗ is the outer product, and · is the time average. If I substitute Equation 3 instead of Equation 2 into Equation 10, I obtain
where
is the (m, n) th POAM correlation of the coherence vector. By comparing Equations 10 and 11a-b, I find that the individual correlations can also be expanded into POAM correlations
The → Cm,n(H) have the same form and units as the I m,n (H) POAM correlations defined by Elias (2008) . Coherence vectors are used mostly by engineers because some instruments, such as radio telescopes, employ right-and leftcircular feeds. Astronomers, on the other hand, prefer Stokes vectors because their components represent the total intensity and the polarization parameters required for scientific analysis. The Stokes vector is related to the coherence vector via a simple matrix transformation (SB)
is the coherence-to-Stokes transformation matrix in the circular basis. If I substitute Equations 11a-b into Equation 13a, I obtain
is the (m, n) th POAM correlation of the Stokes vector. By comparing Equations 13a and 14a-b, I find that the individual Stokes parameters can be expanded into POAM Stokes parameters
The 
S(
This PTAM form maintains both POAM and PSAM while minimizing complications.
POAM Rancors
Elias (2008) defined a quantity called rancor, which is the azimuthal Fourier series versus radius of the intensity
where I m (H) is the m th POAM rancor. This quantity is interesting because it identical to the infinite sum over a subset of POAM correlations
Rancors, which may be easier to determine in some cases, contain a limited amount of POAM information. As an analogy, I point out that squared visbilities and closure phases in optical interferometry can provide important physical data about astronomical sources, in spite of the fact that they contain less information than complex visibilities. In Section 4.1, I combined POAM correlations with PSAM Stokes vectors. Since rancors can be expressed in terms of correlations, it follows that all intensity formulae in Section 4.1 can be reexpressed in terms of rancors. I will not list all possible expressions here, but I point out that they can be derived by employing the integral of Equation 17a to Equations 10 through 16 to obtain sums similar to Equations 17a and 17b.
Propagating POAM Quantities
Elias (2008) derived scalar electric-field and intensity calculi for propagating POAM from celestial sphere to image plane and listed them in several tables. He employed system forms and SAA. In this section, I extend these expressions to combine POAM and PSAM calculi, thus creating PTAM calculi.
Consider the system form for propagation of the scalar electric field from celestial sphere to image plane
is the coordinate in the image plane,
→ Ω = (ρ cos φ, ρ sin φ) is the coordinate on the celestial sphere, and D(
is the diffraction function which contains the propagation kernel, telescope aberrations, atmospheric turbulence, etc. If these scalar electric fields are changed to 2x1 Jones vectors, the diffraction function must become a 2x2 Jones matrix
In principle, the diffraction function can also be a function of time, although its variability time scale is much slower than that of the electric fields. If the Jones vector electric fields are expanded into POAM states as in Section 2, Equation 18b becomes the PTAM state expansion
Apart from the vector and matrix symbols, these equations are identical to the equations in Elias (2008) . I summarize all PTAM electric field expansions in Tables 1 and 2 .
is not a true PTAM state, which means that the input expansion is of limited use but included for the sake of completeness.
The intensity is the squared magnitude of the electric field. Using SAA and Equation 18a, the scalar intensity becomes
where P(
is the point-spread function (PSF), and I(
. SAA collapses one of the integrals over the celestial sphere. If I perform the same operation with Equations 10, 13a, 18b, I obtain
The point spread function is now a 4x4 Mueller matrix. Apart from the vector and matrix symbols, these equations are identical to the equations in Elias (2008) and can be derived in the same manner as in Appendix C in that same paper. I summarize all PTAM electric field expansions in Tables 3 and 4 . 
Conclusions
I justify a PTAM form for an electric field, which is simply a POAM azimuthal Fourier expansion of a Jones vector. I prove that this PTAM expansion provides consistent POAM and PSAM expectation values. I then combine the POAM and PSAM calculi for intensities which yield PTAM calculi for both POAM correlations and rancors. I also show that PTAM propagation calculi have almost exactly the same form as scalar POAM propagation. Last, I point out that accurate POAM measurements require PSAM calibration if the latter is present, otherwise the former will be incorrect. POAM expansion type Expression 
POAM expansion Expression Input sensitivity:
Output sensitivity:
Input/Output gain: 
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(rancored) where
(rancored/correlated) where
(rancored/rancored) where Integral form (forward)
Output sensitivity (separate):
Integral form (forward) 
